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One- and two-center energy components in the atoms in molecules theory
P. Salvador,a) M. Duran, and I. Mayerb)

Department of Chemistry and Institute of Computational Chemistry, University of Girona,
17071 Girona, Spain

~Received 14 March 2001; accepted 7 May 2001!

The energy decomposition scheme proposed in a recent paper has been realized by performing
numerical integrations. The sample calculations carried out for some simple molecules show
excellent agreement with the chemical picture of molecules, indicating that such an energy
decomposition analysis can be useful from the point of view of connecting quantum mechanics with
the genuine chemical concepts. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1381407#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most recently, one of us demonstrated1 that the Hartree–
Fock ~HF! energy of a molecule can be presentedexactlyas
a sum of atomic and diatomic contributions in the framewo
of the Atoms in Molecules~AIM ! theory,2 introduced by
Bader, or in any other scheme in which the thre
dimensional physical space is decomposed into disju
atomic domains~basins!. This result follows from the simple
facts that

~a! the integrals over the whole space are equal to a sum
integrals over the individual domains,

~b! the nuclei and the atomic basins can usually be put
one-to-one correspondence with each other.

The HF energy contains both one- and two-elect
terms, described by single and two-fold integrals over the
space, respectively. The kinetic energy integrals and the e
trostatic interaction of the electronic charge within a giv
basin with its own nucleus contribute to the atomic~one-
center! energy component, while the electrostatic interact
of the electronic charge in one domain with a nucleus
another one represents a diatomic effect. Each two-elec
~Coulomb or exchange! integral over the molecular orbital
~MO’s! will contain both monoatomic and diatomic comp
nents, depending on whether the two integration variab
are actually in the same or different basins. The total mole
lar energy contains also the intermolecular repulsions, wh
are obviously of diatomic nature.

The authors of Ref. 1 have also demonstrated the c
conceptual correspondence of such a decomposition in
AIM theory with the recent chemical energy decompositi
analysis ~CECA! performed in the linear combination o
atomic molecules~LCAO! framework,3,4 which seems to be
a promising simple tool for thea posteriorichemical analy-
sis of the results obtained in theab initio calculations. The
equations of these two schemes are connected with a m
ematical mapping which, however, does not mean that
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numerical values should coincide; moreover, the energy
composition in the AIM case is, in principle, exact while
CECA it is only a ~good! approximation. We consider th
possibility of presenting the molecular energy as a sum
atomic and diatomic contributions to be a result of upm
conceptual importance from the point of view of connecti
quantum mechanics with the genuine chemical concepts
fact, such an energy decomposition can help us to obta
deeper insight into the physical content which is behind
chemical structural formulas. Of course, the abstract ma
ematical results of Ref. 1 will appear truly useful from th
practical chemical point of view only if the decompositio
leads to numerical results which correlate well with t
chemical picture of the molecules. The aim of the pres
work is to demonstrate that this is really the case. As
integration of molecular orbitals over the atomic basins c
not be performed—at least at time being—analytically,
have had to recur to numerical integrations.

It is worthwhile to point out that this decomposition
not restricted to the HF level of theory, as the expectat
value of the energy can always be written in the form
sums in which the one- and two-electron integrals over
molecular orbitals are multiplied by the respective first
second order density matrix elements.

It should also be mentioned that the AIM theory itse
contains an energy decomposition scheme which is base
the atomic virial theorem.2 This scheme presents the molec
lar energy as a sum of atomic energies,SAE(A), integrated
for each atomic basin. That type of decomposition is e
tremely important from a physical point of view, but it i
lacking a direct connection with the chemical notion of a
oms interacting with each other. This aspect of the origi
AIM energy decomposition motivated Sierraalta a
Frenking to assign part of the atomic energies to the diato
interactions, by using some overlap integrals over the ato
basins as proportionality factors.5 Their theory, however, al-
ways gives negative diatomic energy components, thus
unable to distinguish between bonding and non-bonding—
more generally, between attractive and repulsive
interactions between the individual pairs of atoms.

n

3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. THEORY

As discussed in Ref. 1, the self-consistent field~SCF!
energy
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can be strictly decomposed into one-center and two-ce
components:
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where N/2 is the number of doubly filled MO’s and th
@12u12# convention is used for the two-electron integrals.
the one-electron integrals, the subscript ‘‘A’’ denotes that the
integration is performed over theAth atomic basin

^w i uĝuw i&A5E
VA

w i* ~rW !ĝw i~rW !dn, ~5!

with ĝ representing operators2 1
2¹

2 or ZC /RC andC5A or
B.

For the two-electron integrals, the subscript ‘‘A,B’’ indi-
cates that the integration for the electrons 1 and 2 are ca
out over the atomic domainsVA andVB , respectively:

@w iw j uwkw l #A,B

5E
VA

dn1E
VB

dn2w i* ~rW1!w j* ~rW2!
1

r 12
wk~rW1!w1~rW2!. ~6!

III. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS

The integrals defined over the atomic basins must
computed numerically. The identification of the individu
AIM basins and the numerical calculation of the one-elect
~kinetic energy and nuclear attraction! integrals over them
have been performed by using a slightly modified version
the PROAIMV6 program. The same program was utilized
generate some arrays of data, which were saved on
and have been used to calculate the two-electron integra
follows:

The PROAIMV program performs the numerical inte
gration over the atomic domains by generating a grid
points with the radius vectorsrWm and assigning them respe
tive weight factorswm , so that the integral of some scal
function f (rW) over the basinVA is approximated as
loaded 02 Dec 2010 to 84.88.138.106. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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f ~rWm!wm . ~7!

Here and further on, the notationmPA indicates the set of
points belonging to the basin of the atomA.

We have used such numerical integrations to calcu
the kinetic energy and nuclear attraction integrals for e
nucleus C and each occupied MOw i , by defining f (rW)
52 1

2w i(rW)¹2w i(rW) and f (rW)52(ZC /RC)uw i(rW)u2 for each
atom C, respectively. Only real orbitals have actually be
considered in the calculations.

The numerical calculation of the two-electron integra
can be performed in a straightforward manner by a repea
use of the integration rule given in Eq.~7!. As a preparatory
step to such calculations, we have generated by the prop
modified programPROAIMV the set of data defined as

Gi j
A~m!5w i~rWm!w j~rWm!wm ~8!

for each atomic basinA, and each pair of occupied MO’sw i

andw j ~including the casei 5 j ) in every pointrWm , mPA.
Using these quantities, the repeated use of Eq.~7! for

calculating the integrals of exchange type leads simply to

@w iw j uw jw i #A,B

5E
VA

dn1E
VB

dn2w i* ~rW1!w j* ~rW2!
1

r 12
w j~rW1!w i~rW2!

> (
mPA

(
nPB

Gi j
A~m!Gi j

B~n!urWm2rWnu21. ~9!

A similar formula holds for the individual Coulomb in
tegrals, too. However, one can compute the sum of the C
lomb type contributions at once, because

2 (
i , j 51

N/2

@w iw j uw iw j #A,B5
1

2 EVA

dn1E
VB

dn2

r~rW1!r~rW2!

r 12
,

~10!

r(rW1) being the charge density

r~rW !52(
i

N/2

uw i~rW1!u2. ~11!

For this case, the functionsGi j
A with i 5 j have been uti-

lized. By introducing the auxiliary quantitiesJA

JA~m!5(
i

N/2

Gii
A~m! ~12!

the sum of the integrals of Coulomb-type over the pairs
atomic basins can be written as
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE I. Integration parameters and energies~a.u.! computed for the N2 molecule using the 6 – 31G(d,p)
basis set. Total energy stands for the sum of one and two-center energy components and AIM energ
sponds to the sum of the AIM atomic energies@SAE(A)#. Exact one-electron energy:2194.963 3; exact
two-electron energy: 86.019 3; exact total energy:2108.9439.

Phi
planes

Theta
planes

Points
per Arc

Number
of points

One-electron
energy

Two-electron
energy

Total
energy

AIM
Energy

16 24 24 28 192 2194.6835 85.9899 2108.6936 2109.2366
16 24 32 32 224 2194.9090 86.0020 2108.9070 2109.0078
32 24 24 44 352 2194.8616 86.1287 2108.7329 2109.2579
32 24 32 48 384 2195.0871 86.1409 2108.9462 2109.0291
64 48 48 153 344 2194.9633 85.9905 2108.9727 2108.9441
64 48 96 177 536 2194.9635 86.0296 2108.9339 2108.9439
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All the above formulas also hold in the case when basinsVA

andVB coincide.
The numerical calculation of the two-electron integra

over the pairs of atomic basins according to Eqs.~8!–~13!
has been performed by a smallFORTRAN program written by
us. It also handles the symmetry of the molecule in orde
avoid repetitive calculation of identical quantities. This pr
gram has been used on different Linux machines in a sin
node regime and on a SGI Origin 2000 in a parallel w
with a very good scaling with the number of nodes. Mo
over, since we are only using the set of data generated by
PROAIMV program, the timing of the two-electron energ
contribution depends only on the size of the grid, but is
dependent of the basis set used.

As given by thePROAIMV program, the total number o
points is generated from three input parameters, the num
of planesw, planesu and the number of radial points. A
calculation using some standard integration parame
~64,48,96! involves more than 140.000 points per atomic b
sin for the H2 molecule. That means that to compute t
two-electron integrals ca. 23140.0002'4•1010 points
would appear in the numerical integration, which makes
two-electron integrals extremely costly from a computatio
 to 84.88.138.106. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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point of view. Therefore, we are forced to use the small
grid of points for each atomic basin which still gives a
acceptable accuracy.

It has been found that, in general, about 40.000 po
are needed to get a good accuracy. Table I gathers the re
of the integration for the model N2 molecule with respect to
the number of points used for each atomic basin. It can
seen that the one-electron part converges faster to the e
value than the two-electron one. Our integration shows
general, similar accuracy to the sum of the AIM atomic e
ergies. However, when a relatively small grid is used, a b
ter accuracy is obtained. This may be due to the fact t
AIM atomic energies are computed assuming the fulfilm
of the atomic virial theorem within the atomic domains,
that a more accurate numerical integration is desirable.
energy partitioning we propose is only based on the assu
tion that the whole space is partitioned in domains, and e
domain must contain one nucleus.

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATIONS

We have performed test calculations for several
atomic, i.e., H2 , N2 , BH, and HF, and more complex mo
lecular systems such as C2H2, C2H4 , C2H6 , and B2H6 . We
have used the 6 – 31G(d,p) basis set whenever it was po
sible. It is to be mentioned that the AIM analysis sometim
yields basins with so-called non-nuclear attractors~NNA!.
These cases can be included in the above frame by assig
to the NNA a dummy nucleus with zero nuclear charg
However, it is not chemically very appealing that then so
atomic and diatomic~bonding! energy will also be assigne
to the dummy atoms. In such cases it may be worthwh
TABLE II. One and two-center energy~a.u.! components for H2 , N2 , BH, and HF molecules using the
6 – 31G(d,p) basis set.

Molecule ea eab

Total
energy

AIM
energy

Exact
energy

H2 20.4565 20.2178 21.1308 21.1306 21.1313
N2 254.1203 20.7056 2108.9462 2109.029 2108.9439
BH 224.1501 20.7079 225.1406 225.1200 225.1182

20.2803
HF 20.2020 20.4931 2100.0230 2100.0128 2100.0117

299.3280
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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either to introduce another decomposition of the space o
check whether the appearance of the non-nuclear attra
is not an artifact of the basis set applied. For instance,
the acetylene, the 6 – 31G(d,p) basis set and many othe
like 6 – 311G(d,p) or even the 6 – 311G(2d f ,2p) and
6 – 31111G(3d f ,2pd) exhibited the undesirable non
nuclear attractors in the middle of the C–C bond. Hence,
have been forced to use the 6–31G for this specific c
Nevertheless, the results of the integration for t
6 – 31G(d,p) basis set using a dummy nucleus will be d
cussed in more detail later.

Also, the molecule of diborane presented integrat
problems with the 6 – 31G(d,p) basis set, due to a bad loca
tion of the bond critical points in the molecular plane. F
this reason we have used the 6 – 31G(d) basis set instead
The number of planesw, planesu, and the number of radia
points of the atomic grid has been set to 32, 24, and
respectively for all the calculations described in Tables II–

Tables II, III, and IV collect the results obtained for se
eral molecules. The accuracy of the integration is very go
and comparable to the AIM integration. The dominating e
ergy components are the large negative atomic~one-center!

TABLE III. One and two-center energy~a.u.! components for ethane, ethen
and acetylene.

Atom/s

Energy

Ethanea Ethylenea Acethyleneb

C 237.3567 237.3767 237.4304
H 20.4330 20.4339 20.4298
C–C 20.2625 20.4567 20.6061
C–H 20.2608 20.2586 20.2346
H–H geminal 20.0051 20.0041
H–H vicinal 20.0003~33! 20.0004~32! 0.0048

0.0007~36! 20.0008~32!
C–H vicinal 20.0088 20.0073 20.0057
Total energy 279.2087 277.9911 276.8026
AIM energy 279.2875 278.0890 276.8190
Exact energy 279.2382 278.0388 276.7927

a6 – 31G(d,p)
b6–31G

TABLE IV. One and two-center energy~a.u.! components for diborane us
ing the 6 – 31G(d) basis set. Subscriptsb and t in H atoms hold for bridge
and terminal, respectively.

Atom/s Energy

B 223.2686
Hb 20.2044
Ht 20.3173
B–B 1.2891
B–Hb 20.7461
B–Ht 20.8289
Hb– Hb 0.1418
Hb– Ht 0.1191
Ht – Ht geminal 0.1165
cis Ht – Ht 0.0876
trans Ht – Ht 0.0735
Total energy 252.8098
AIM energy 252.8109
Exact energy 252.8124
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ones, while the diatomic~two-center! interaction energy
components are smaller in absolute value—except for
H-atom energies in polar molecules such as HF or BH. T
diatomic energy components are negative for chemic
bonded atoms and can be of either sign for the nonbon
interactions. It is to be stressed that these energy compon
are static parameterscorresponding to the given geomet
and wave function, so the diatomic energy components
not directly related to the dissociation energies. The o
center components are somewhat higher than the free at
energies, reflecting the promotion of atoms during the bo
formation.~This energy is then regained in the form of bon
energy.! Accordingly, the static diatomic energy componen
are more negative than the respective dissociation ener
as the latter give thenetenergy effect with respect to the su
of free atomic energies.

The changes in the two-center energy components in
hydrocarbon series are in good agreement with the chem
intuition. The C–C energy monotonically increases~in abso-
lute value! from ethane to ethylene and acethylene, and
opposite trend is observed, in turn, for the C–H energy.

The accuracy of the energy expansion which can
practically achieved by performing the numerical integ
tions in the present—conceptually exact—method is
proximately the same as that which one gets in the rec
approximate LCAO energy decomposition scheme3,4

~CECA!. The results of the two schemes agree qualitativ
but not quantitatively: the AIM bonding energy componen
are usually less negative, and the one-center component
not as negative as observed for the CECA method. This
havior seems to be closer to the intuitive chemical pict
than that of CECA, as CECA gives numbers which may
considered somewhat exaggerated.~At the same time, CECA
is a computationally very cheap method which can be r
tinely applied to large systems, too.!

The only surprising result corresponds to the large rep
sive interaction between the two boron atoms in the dibor
molecule. A previous result obtained with the CECA metho3

produced attractive interactions between the boron ato
~20.227 a.u.! and also for the B–H interactions~20.279 and
20.517 a.u. for the B–H bridge and B–H terminal, respe

TABLE V. Energy ~a.u.! components for acetylene with non-nuclear attra
tor ~X! in the middle of the C–C bond using the 6 – 31G(d,p) basis set. The
(C–C)eff value is computed asE(C–C)12E(C–X)1E(X).

Atom/s Energy

C 237.1811
H 20.4272
X 1.6988
C–C 0.5105
(C–C)eff 21.1468
C–H 20.2027
C–X 21.6778
H–H vicinal 0.0031
C–H vicinal 0.0314
H–X 20.0786
Total energy 276.8546
AIM energy 276.8072
Exact energy 276.8218
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tively!. In the present method, the B–H energies are m
more negative~20.746 and20.829, respectively! and com-
pensate for the repulsive B–B and H–H energy compone

Finally, the results for the acethylene molecule exhib
ing a non-nuclear attractor in the middle of the C–C bond
collected in Table V. The energy of the dummy atom X c
responding to the NNA is positive. This is due to the fact th
the kinetic energy is not compensated by any electr
nuclear interaction, because there is no nucleus to be
signed to the NNA. The C–C interaction is also repuls
whereas the interaction between the carbon atom and
dummy atom at the NNA~C–X!, is strongly attractive due to
the proximity of both basins. The one-center carbon ene
components are less negative than the values obtained
the 6–31G basis set as shown in Table III. An effective C
interaction could be computed by summing up the tw
center C–C and C–X and the one-center X contributio
The computed (C–C)eff energy contribution is still more
negative than the corresponding C–C value in Table III
more than 0.5 a.u. This difference can be assigned to
decrease of the C energy component mentioned above.

V. SUMMARY

The partitioning of the SCF energy in terms of one- a
two-center interactions in the AIM framework has been c
ried out. The one-electron contributions have been calcula
by using a slightly modified version of thePROAIMV pro-
gram. The two-electron integration over the atomic bas
has been computed with a small program written by
These large scale numerical integrations have proved to
extremely costly from a computational point of view an
large supercomputation resources have been necessary
results obtained in the test calculations are in excellent ag
loaded 02 Dec 2010 to 84.88.138.106. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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ment with the chemical notion of molecules consisting
interacting atoms. Also, a generally good qualitative agr
ment has been observed with the recently introduced
proximate LCAO energy decomposition scheme~CECA!.
Nevertheless, important differences have also been found
some molecular systems such as diborane. The presen
some cases of non-nuclear attractors destroys the chem
picture of the molecule and is, therefore, undesirable.
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